Maximilian and Carlota – Leopold’s sister and brother-in-law, in Mexico…overthrown, Carlota went to insane asylum

colonialism/imperialism – new theme in Europe; African imperialism because wanted natural resources for industrial revolution

De Brazza, Count Pierre Savorgnan – French explorer, 1882 took land in the Congo

Disraeli, Benjamin – British conservative PM, associated with “Glory of Britain”

Elder Dempster/ Jones, Sir Alfred – shipping company for Leopold/head of the company…ED

morel deduced slave labor by inspecting records, saw 1) weaponry, 2) somebody skimming off top, 3) exporting more than importing

El Murjebi, Hamed bin Muhammed (Tipu Tip) – slave trader in East Congo, Leopold made deals with him

Emin Pasha – 1869 Mahdists attacked, Emin Pasha left>>>Emin Pasha relief expedition arrived 1890, by that time expedition had to ask for supplies from Pasha; Pasha ended up not working for Leopold

Force Publique – 1888 Leopold’s army, 19000 officers, put down rebellions

Gladstone, William – liberal counterpart to Disraeli

Harris, Alice Seeley and Rev. John – 1906 started writing for Morel

Huntington, Collis – railroad investor, funded George Washington Williams

Kandolo – leader of rebellion 1895

Kowalsky, Henri – lobbyist for Leopold, 1906 turned against him, gave papers to Hearst newspaper when Leopold wouldn’t let him do anything

Kuba people – 1892 Sheppard became first person to discover their home-villages. Treated Sheppard as a god.

Lapsley, Rev. Samuel – went with Sheppard, died 1892

Leopold II – Belgian king, took throne 1865…wanted colony, became known for atrocities, died 1908 after selling Congo to Belgium

Livingstone, David – explorer, got lost, reason for Stanley’s first expedition 1871-72

Madhist rebellion/Gordon, Charles – see Emin Pasha